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Abstract—Many years of research on dependable, fault-
tolerant software systems yielded a myriad of tool implemen-
tations for vulnerability analysis and experimental validation
of resilience measures. Trace recording and fault injection
are among the core functionalities these tools provide for
hardware debuggers or system simulators, partially including
some means to automate larger experiment campaigns.

We argue that current fault-injection tools are too highly
specialized for specific hardware devices or simulators, and are
developed in poorly modularized implementations impeding
evolution and maintenance. In this article, we present a novel
design approach for a fault-injection infrastructure that allows
experimenting researchers to switch simulator or hardware
backends with little effort, fosters experiment code reuse, and
retains a high level of maintainability.

I. INTRODUCTION

Fault-injection (FI) experiments and dynamic trace anal-
yses are common means to analyze a complex software-
stack’s susceptibility to hardware faults, and to assess the
effectivity of software fault-tolerance measures [1]. Repeating
the analysis/evaluation and software-hardening steps allows
system designers to converge to an application-specific
tradeoff eligible for their product. Over the last decades,
a multitude of research projects, each with a different set of
requirements, a zoo of hardware or CPU/system simulator
platforms, and varying fault models and experiment setups,
developed FI experiment tool suites [2]. Many of these tools
incorporate some means to automate the process of repeating
and experiments or varying fault models.

In this article, we partition the state of the art into two
disjoint classes of FI tools. We argue that both classes
entail significant disadvantages for the tools’ users (regarding
experiment code reusability, system-state access, or fault-
model flexibility) and its developers (regarding software
maintainability and evolution), and outline possible reasons
for these downsides. Based on this analysis, we propose a
novel architecture for a versatile FI experiment framework,
based on the aspect-oriented programming (AOP) paradigm.

II. STATE OF THE ART

There exist FI experiment tools for dependability evalu-
ations in different development phases, based on hardware
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simulators at varying levels of simulation accuracy, or on
physical prototype hardware accessed through hardware-
debugging interfaces. Existing FI tool implementations can
roughly be partitioned into generalists and specialists: The
former aim at high flexibility regarding FI target backend and
portable experiment code, the latter specialize on a single
target hardware/simulator and offer deep system-state access
combined with variable fault models.

The generalists claim a certain level of flexibility regarding
the target-platform backend. Among the benefits of this
approach is that experiments can more easily be reused
on a different platform—e.g., for gaining evidence the tested
fault-tolerance measure is not platform-specific, or to move
from a simulator backend to a real hardware prototype in
later development phases. With GOOFI, Aidemark, Skarin
et al. presented such a generic FI framework, abstracting
away target systems in a plugin-based architecture [3], and
additionally providing extensive pre- and post-experiment
analysis methods. Fidalgo et al. [4] describe a generic tool
addressing FI via the NEXUS on-chip debugger interface.
Another example is QINJECT (David et al., [5]), injecting
faults into a target backend utilizing the GDB debugger
interface. These approaches have the common disadvantage
that the chosen interface between experiment engine and
target backend heavily limits access to target-system state,
and narrows the possibilities for FI—e.g., obstructing the
possibility to inject networking-device–specific faults into
QEMU in the latter example.

In contrast, the specialist tools are highly specific to a
single target. An example is FAUMACHINE (Sieh et al., [6]),
which provides access to a large part of its x86 simulator’s
state, and enables various FI methods, including, e.g., hard-
disk faults. But despite the advantage of providing access
to the backend’s full capabilities, this class of tools is
characterized by severe maintainability issues: Deep state-
access usually results in deep intrusion into the backend’s
code-base. Unfortunately, enhancing a simulator with FI code
implemented in a traditional imperative language such as C or
C++ often leads to intermixing the implementation of different
concerns—in this case particularly the simulation and fault-
injection concerns. Listing 1 illustrates this so-called tangling
(different concerns implemented in a single implementation
module) effect on a code example taken from FAUMACHINE;
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static int ide_gen_disk_read_raw(struct cpssp *cpssp,
2 uint8_t *buffer, uint32_t blkno) {
3 unsigned int i, defect;
4 assert(blkno < cpssp->phys_linear + RESERVED_SECTORS);
5 for (i = 0; ; i++) {
6 if (i == sizeof(cpssp->fault) /
7 sizeof(cpssp->fault[0])) {
8 defect = 0;
9 break;

10 }
11 if (cpssp->fault[i].type == BLOCK
12 && cpssp->fault[i].blkno == blkno) {
13 defect = cpssp->fault[i].val;
14 break;
15 } }
16 switch (defect) {
17 case 0: /* No read error. */
18 storage_read(cpssp->media, buffer, 512, blkno * 512ULL);
19 return 1;
20 case 1: /* ECC corrected read error. */
21 storage_read(cpssp->media, buffer, 512, blkno * 512ULL);
22 return 0;
23 case 2: /* un-correctable read error. */
24 memset(buffer, 0, 512);
25 return -1;
26 } }

Listing 1. Code excerpt of FAUMACHINE’s hard-disk simulation code
(raw-block read): Implementation of sanity check (grey), fault injection (red)
and normal simulator operation (green) concerns is heavily tangled.

1 aspect MemWriteHook {
2 pointcut mem_write() =
3 "void ...::bx_cpu_c::write_virtual_%(...)";
4 advice execution (mem_write()) : before () {
5 // divert control flow to FI module
6 fi::memwrite_trigger(tjp->arg<0>(),
7 tjp->arg<1>(), tjp->arg<2>());
8 } };

pointcut: "where" to hook into Bochs

advice: "what" to do there

Listing 2. Aspect implementation of a hook diverting control flow from
the BOCHS simulator into a module for fault injection on the data bus.

a related problem is called scattering (distribution of a
concern implementation across multiple implementation
artifacts). The resulting tight coupling between simulator
and FI code often makes it difficult or even impossible to
exchange the tool’s target backend later on; in the case of
tools that were forked from an existing hardware simulator,
such as QEMU1, even keeping in sync with the simulator’s
mainline evolution is often too arduous.

III. SEPARATION OF CONCERNS

When choosing an adequate compromise between gen-
eralist and specialist tools, one might very soon end up
worsening the situation, combining the disadvantages of
both worlds: A generic interface with little access to system
state, implemented with tightly-coupled FI and backend
modules. We believe that these problems are inevitable with
traditional implementation approaches: Even if all FI-related
code in listing 1 were modularized in a single function in
a separate translation unit, the simulator would still have to
be supplemented with a function call, passing control-flow
to the FI implementation.

1For example, David et al. modified Qemu in [7], but seemingly later
gave up on the fork in favor of a generalist [5].

We argue that only strict separation of concerns can avoid
this maintenance nightmare. Aspect-oriented programming
(AOP, [8]) is a technique known to facilitate this: So-called as-
pects—defining where (“pointcut”) FI code (what: “advice”)
should be applied—allow for compact, well-encapsulated
realizations of FI concerns. An “aspect weaver” automatically
takes care of compile-time intermixing of simulator and
extension code. Listing 2 exemplifies the approach, showing
an AspectC++ [9] implementation of an aspect diverting control
flow from the memory module2 of the BOCHS simulator to
a FI module, completely eliminating the need to invade the
simulator’s code manually. The join point API (see [9] for
details) is leveraged to hand over (pointers to) the actual
parameters to the fi::memwrite_trigger function.

We aim at proving the advantages of this approach by
designing a new, versatile FI framework, based on off-
the-shelf simulators such as BOCHS, QEMU, or OVP. We
expect that loose target-backend coupling will significantly
facilitate switching to a different backend, or synchronizing
with newer backend versions. By additionally providing an
API abstracting from backend commonalities, we intend to
foster experiment code reuse, in summary combining the
advantages of the two FI tool classes.
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